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Sandy Hill
Sage One

The $50 million stage one of Sandy Hill
Apartments in Sandringham comprises
187 of the 450 apartments to be
constructed on the expansive Bay Road
site.
Axiom Group was engaged to provide a practical solution to the
architect’s vision for the Glazed Balustrade. The striking angled
pattern required on the glass as achieved through the little
know ceramic coating process.

Project Address: 220 Bay Rd,
Sandringham Vic
Architect: Watson Young Architects
Builder: Buxton Constructions

Encompassing over a kilometre of balustrade consisting of
three specific colours, the end result forms an integral part of
the buildings striking appearance.
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Marina
Quays

Project Address: 50 Catamaran Dve,
Werribee, Vic
Architect: Fender Katsalidis Architects
Builder: Hutchinson Constructions

A landmark project in the West
Melbourne growth area of Wyndham,
Marina Quays is a truly iconic building.
Marina Quays consists of over one
hundred luxury apartments and forms
part a large scale development of the
Werribee South Coastal region.
Axiom Group supplied to the project the Balustrade System
and the Internal Frameless Showerscreens. Axiom worked
closely with Fender Katsalidis Architects and Hutchinson
Builders to maximise the panoramic views of Port Phillip Bay
and the Melbourne City Skyline.
With a commitment to quality and product conformance the
challenge of strong sea winds was overcome with use of the
AxiLume Alpha Balustrade Suite to the balconies.
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Ella
Apartments

Project Address: 2 Claremont St, South
Yarra, Vic
Architect: Inhabit Design
Builder: Spec Property

Ella Apartments is located in the heart of
the action in South Yarra and boasts an
easy connection to the famous lifestyle
of the area. Only a short walk, bike or
tram trip to most amenities and
Melbourne icons, Ella is truly the place
to live to enjoy life’s pleasures to the full.
This impressive building featuring one hundred and sixty-seven
apartments has an emphasis on bronze hues and light
panelling in the façade. Expansive glass has been used on all
balconies in order to maximise light in the living spaces. Further
complimenting this the Axilume ARN slimline handrail caters to
the relaxed atmosphere allowing residents to live the South
Yarra experience from the comfort of their home.

This untroubled atmosphere flows indoors where Axiom
supplied toned mirrors and splashbacks ideal for the warm
colour palette required providing comfort and class whilst
making residents proud to call Ella their home.
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Isla
Apartments

Surrounded by some of the latest
restaurants and bars, as well as acting
as a hub to Melbourne's gastronomical
pubs, 3121 offers a balanced mix of
seclusion and convenience.
Isla, a collection of only 60 apartments over 6 levels, is the
latest to grace the once industrial avenues of Richmond.

Project Address: 382 Burnley St,
Richmond
Architect: Jam Architects
Builder: Element Five

Located at 382 Burnley Street, only 3km south-east of
Melbourne's CBD, Isla is located amongst some of the city's
most extensive transport options, all the while only a short walk
away from entertainment hubs of Church and Swan Streets.
The Axiom Group were proud to supply our Metropolis Suite for
this project.
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Longhouse
Apartments

Making the most of city convenience
with leafy landscapes this iconic
development is in the heart of Hawthorn,
just 6km from Melbourne CBD.
Comprising 107 luxury apartments across five levels, each
apartment is unique and eye catching. Complimented by the
Axiom supplied Balustrade systems utilised on the private
balconies.

Project Address: 17 Lynch St,
Hawthorn, Vic
Architect: Jam Architects
Builder: Element Five

Drawing from a vast array of Axiom systems, Longhouse
boasts the Clearview Vista, Clearview Settler and
the Metropolis Suites!
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Aquila
Apartments

Project Address: 500 Brunswick St,
Fitzroy, Vic
Architect: Bird de la Coeur Architects
Developer: Adio Properties

Aquila Apartments are all about location
superbly situated in the highly sought
after Brunswick St district.
A short stroll to Melbourne’s world famous sporting precinct
and central business sector. These apartments offer a
contemporary urban lifestyle of cafes, restaurants and
shopping whilst elevating the concept of high quality apartment
living. The stunning panoramic views of the Melbourne skyline
are brought close to home with the minimalistic balustrades
helping the city tempo mingle in with the urban atmosphere
surrounding this hub.

Axiom Group was consulted to provide a solution to all
balustrading types across the building which was not an issue
with out broad range of frameless and semi frameless
balustrade suites that cater to both the developers and
architects desires whilst meeting the many budgetary and site
requirements of an architecturally intelligent masterpiece.
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Ettaro
Apartments

Project Address: 21 – 27 Brunswick
Road, Brunswick East, Vic
Architect: Hayball
Builder: LU Simon Builders

Italian for hectare Ettaro is the perfect
title for this state of the art development
that is a hectare in size. Ettaro offer
luxury apartments and amenities in one
of Melbourne’s vibrant and highly sought
after location, Brunswick East.
With a very strict timeline on the job for the installation of the
Balustrade, Axiom’s expertise was drawn on by the contractor
to provide a suitable solution. The AxiLume Clearview Vista
was the answer. Our pre-glazed modular style balustrade cut
down site times dramatically enabling the 2500 lineal meters
over four buildings be installed in record time.
Included in this large scale project were privacy dividing
screens again utilizing Axiom’s decade of industry knowledge
to create the look required. The AxiLume Clearview Vista Suite
with our elliptical shaped blade infills was used.
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Solstice
Apartments

Solstice apartments emerge to provide a
new inviting green oasis in Melbourne’s
premiere leafy eastern suburb Hawthorn
East.
Axiom consulted very closely with ABD Group to achieve the
striking design intent as directed by CHT Architects. The
contemporary Alpha suite was utilised to create and execute
the desired look to perfection.
Budget and time frame pressure this project needed to be
delivered with passion, precision and definiteness.

Project Address: 138 Camberwell Rd
Hawthorn East, Vic
Architect: CHT Architects /Fender
Katsalidis Architects
Builder: ABD Group

Developed by Bensons Property Group, one of the largest and
most trusted developers in Australia with an excellent track
record of delivering quality apartments, Axiom was proud to be
part of such an iconic development
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STK
Apartments

STK rises tall as St Kilda’s tallest
building is elevated on the rising
crescent at the start of St Kilda Road
with panoramic views of Port Phillip Bay
and the Melbourne city skyline.
Axiom was honoured to be part of this project working with
Watpac as the supplier of the glass balustrade system. Utilising
the Metropolis back mounted suite, Axiom was able to achieve
the rigorous deign intent set out by Caydon.

Project Address: 3-5 St Kilda Rd, St
Kilda, Vic
Architect: Caydon
Builder: Watpac Constructions

The Metropolis Suite from the AxiLume range is the epitome of
Frameless Glass Balustrades. The Metropolis Suite utilises
high-grade aluminium glazing channels and fully compliant
handrails such as the AxiLume ARN and RRS. With elite style
and no vertical elements, the Metropolis suite has been
designed to provide uninterrupted and unobstructed views to
STK Apartments
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Vision
Apartments

As the eight tallest building in
Melbourne, Vision Apartments is an
unmistakable addition to the evolving
city skyline. Vision Apartments promises
a lifestyle unrivalled in sophistication,
choice and convenience.
The team at Axiom were very honoured to have been a part of
this construction through supplying the Glass privacy screens
to every balcony on the 72 floor building.

Project Address: 500 Elizabeth St,
Melbourne, Vic
Architect: Peddlethorp Architects
Builder: Brady Group

The Vectro suite was chosen for its minimalist appeal and
durability. With AxiGlass Etch glass infill panels the privacy is
not compromised and the light can still stream through offering
ambiance to the balconies
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Magnolia
Apartments

Project Address: 20 - 24 Hepburn Rd,
Doncaster, Vic
Architect: CHT Architects
Builder: Hamilton Marino

Introducing a sophisticated collection of
6-star luxury residences in Doncaster's
tallest building. Magnolia offers the
highest level of serene elegance in the
heart of Doncaster Hill, Magnolia
Apartments exudes effortless opulence.
Hamilton Marino contacted Axiom Group to provide direction
and advice on the balustrade for such an iconic project.
Together with CHT and Hamilton Marino Axiom was able to
provide a solution in the supply of over 1200meters of our
Metropolis and Paramount Suites.
Renowned CHT Architects merged simplicity and luxury with a
grounded sense of grandeur, taking the clean lines of a
modernist exterior in concrete and glass, Axiom was honoured
to be able to contribute in making the vision become a reality
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C3
Apartments

Project Address: 29 – 31 Frith St,
Brunswick, Vic
Architect: Metaxas Architects
Builder: SS Balustrading

Four kilometres from the city, in one of
the most unique, design-focused areas
of Melbourne, stands C3 Apartments.
With its balance of intelligent
architecture and amenities, the building
is a celebration of art and design
perfectly suited to its surroundings.
ABD Group contacted Axiom Group’s design team at the early
stages of the projects to work through the balustrade design on
the building. The façade design was crucial to the atheistic of
the development so Axiom’s expertise in conjunction with ABD
Group and Metaxas Architects, a desirable outcome was
achieved. With over 19 different balustrade types this complex
project was a resounding success
C3’s world-class amenities accommodate the needs of every
resident. From the rooftop garden and lounge through to the
fully equipped top floor gymnasium, every space is thoughtfully
planned to create connection and provide comfort and
pleasure.
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Heidi
Apartments

With a significant location on the popular
Burgundy Street in Heidelberg, Heidi
Apartments is a striking addition to the
ever-evolving suburban skyline.
Axiom worked closely with Element Five to achieve a result
with the glazed balustrades in line with the facade requirements
of CBG Architects and Merbo Project Management.

Project Address: 120 Burgundy St,
Heidelberg, Vic
Architect: CBG Architects
Builder: Element Five

Utilizing the Axiom Alpha Suite to create that seamless glass
appearance, with glazing continuing past the slab edge with an
opaque strip to hide the slab face, complimented the
contemporary angled look the design required.
The external façade of the building uses textural rebated
concrete panels and glazed Axiom balustrades for a clean &
timeless appeal.
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Fitzroy St
Apartments

Project Address: 181 Fitzroy St, St
Kilda, Vic
Architect: SJB Architects & Carr Design
Builder: Pace Developments

Located in the heart of St Kilda, 181
Fitzroy Street is a dynamic, modern
design that continues the architectural
legacy of its surrounds, the building
compromises 151 apartments and
provides sweeping, never to be built out
views across the parklands, bay and city
skyline.
Axiom was approached, to supply our innovative balustrades
systems to this striking project. We supplied the
timeless Metropolis Suite, Panorama Suite and the
revolutionary pre-glazed Clearview Vista Suite
A team with formidable experience, Axiom Group, Elite
Commercial Windows, Developer and Builder Pace
Development Group, SJB Architects, Carr Design Group were
able together articulate the architectural response.
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Defence
Housing
Australia
Project Address: 100 Eton Rd, Lindfield
NSW
Architect: Bates Smart Architects
Builder: Grindley Constructions

Nestled into historically significant
bushland, this tree-house style
apartment development has dwellings
suspended over sandstone cuttings and
single story apartments floating within
the trees.
Originated to look after the housing needs of Defence members
and their families it was important to create a welcoming and
comfortable home that was both architecturally appealing and
acceptable to the surrounding environment.

After many months of design consultation with the aim to
design a development boasting a unique relationship with the
bushland context, Axiom Group was able to design a bespoke
balustrade suite to help achieve the architects vision.
The baluster creates a striking contrast with the textures of the
robust natural materials whilst not obstructing the view but
rather transferring the living experience comfortably into the
outside environment.
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Croydon
Seniors
Living

Located approximately 15 kilometres
from the heart of Sydney CBD, this
multi-million dollar retirement living
facility is a classical and sprawling
development.

Project Address: 23 Croydon Rd,
Croydon, NSW

The Builder, Architect and the Axiom manufacturing division
worked tirelessly to create an outcome that satisfied the
stringent criteria required on this project. Using the Clearview
Modular suite we were able to meet the requirements and
provide a clip together balustrade suite for optimum site
efficiency.

Architect: Campbell Luscombe
Architects
Builder: Grindley Constructions

Axiom was approached to design and fabricate a fully
compliant aluminium suite that maintained the design intent of
the architect that had been originally designed in steel which
created budget challenges on the project.
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Tailors Walk
Apartments

Spanning 3.1 hectares, Tailor’s Walk
offers crafted living spaces with 377
apartments and 58 terraces across four
buildings in the heart of Botany.
Developers Frasers Property note that the homes are “made
for creators, by creators, to showcase the highest level of
quality” and have appointed the well-regarded Richard Crookes
Constructions as the builder on the project, for their wealth of
experience over 40-yearsas one of Australia’s largest private
building companies.

Project Address: 67 Wilson St, Botany,
NSW
Architect: Group GSA Architects
Builder: Richard Crookes Constructions

Axiom Group's Clearview Vista and Metropolis balustrade
suites were specified on the project which highlights the quality
and design aesthetic the Axiom range of product can provide.
With over 1200l/m of balustrade on the buildings, Axiom and
Sydney Plaster were able to work together to deliver a
successful and on time project.
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Adelaide
Oval

Project Address: War Memorial Drive,
North Adelaide, SA
Architect: JV with Hames Sharley, Cox
Architecture & Walter Brooke

Adelaide Oval has been a feature in the
city since it was built in 1871.
It boasts a rich sporting history having
been used for AFL, state and
international cricket and has also played
host to international soccer and rugby.
The stadium is considered to be one of
the worlds most beautiful grounds in
international sport.
The construction of a new southern and eastern stand has
revitalised the city’s riverbank precinct whilst retaining many of
the characteristics it has been renowned for including the
heritage scoreboard and views of the iconic St Peters
Cathedral.
Axiom Group assisted in the redevelopment by supplying
toughened laminate safety glass to various viewing areas and
balustrades.
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Fullarton
Retirement
Village
Project Address: 123 Fisher St,
Fullarton, SA
Architect: Cheesman Architects
Builder: Living Choice Australia

This new retirement village is superbly
located in Fisher St, Fullarton, an
upmarket, quiet, tree-lined suburb which
is close to the city, parklands and the
prestigious King William Road & Unley
Road shopping precincts boasting
exclusive boutiques, cafes and
restaurants.
The apartments have a north/south orientation with views to the
city at the north and sweeping views of the Adelaide Hills to the
East and South and offer resort style retirement living not
previously available in Adelaide.
The modern aesthetics of the Axilume Clearview Vista Suite
were chosen to deliver the contemporary and classic design.
This modular pre fabricated suite assisted with the fast moving
construction schedule and provided ease of measure and
installation for those involved on site.
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Central
Adelaide
Apartments
Project Address: 160 Grote St, Central
Adelaide, SA
Architect: Brown Falconer
Builder: Watpac Constructions

Located on Grote Street in Adelaide’s
CBD, Watpac delivered a state-of-the-art
18-storey apartment complex
compromising 260 apartments available
in studio, 1, 2 and 3 bedroom
configurations, ground floor retail and
lower level parking with car stacking
facilities.
Axiom was brought in to assist in achieving a very striking
facade design. With the bold lines and feature elements, it was
critical the balustrade tied in with the design intent while
remaining a cost effective and smart install on site.
That’s when we stepped in with the revolutionary Clearview
Vista Suite, that combines atheistic charm and installation
prowess to create a highly sought-after solution to balustrades
today.
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Opera
Apartments

Project Address: 47 Cordelia St, South
Brisbane, QLD
Architect: Paul Fairweather & Tony
Jemmott
Builder: Hutchinson Builders

CinemaScopic views of the city or
parklands, Opera Apartments have been
designed to maximise natural light and
bring the outside in. Glass walls and
modern, spacious living areas feature in
one, two and three-bedroom
apartments, making Opera a soughtafter residential address in South
Brisbane.
Together with the balustrade contractor and Hutchinson, Axiom
was able to create the striking facade as required by the design
intent. With the design and engineering capacity at Axiom we
put forward the Vantage Suite with the handrail offset at varying
heights.
Synonymous with the use of glass throughout the development,
we included a heavy focus on the glass element to provide the
grandeur and striking facade that is on Opera.
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Empire
Apartments

Located on the Fitzroy River in
Rockhampton, this luxury riverfront
apartment building has pride of place on
Victoria Parade.
Boasting a vast selection of one, two and three bedroom
apartments, the Axilume balustrade suite was chosen to further
enhance the luxurious feel and to compliment the stunning river
views.

Project Address: 74 Victoria Parade,
Rockhampton, North Qld
Architect: Cottee Parker
Builder: JM Kelly Group

Axiom Group modified an existing suite to grant the developers
ideal design whilst having to achieve a wind resistant
balustrade suitable for the tropical North Queensland climate
conditions.
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Parklands
Commonwealth
Games Village
Project Address: Southport, QLD 4215

The redevelopment of Parklands is
one of the most significant urban
renewal projects ever undertaken on
the Gold Coast.
Strategically located on prime real
estate within the Gold Coast health and
knowledge Precinct, three kilometres
from Southport CBD and five kilometres
from Surfers Paradise, Parklands will
be a hive of activity during the
upcoming Commonwealth Games.

Architect: ARM Architecture
Builder: Grocon

With over 1200 dwellings over multiple buildings, Axiom was
engaged to assist in the delivery of the multi-coloured
balustrade facade.
Utilising our in-house design team, we were able to work
closely with Grocon and the installers to deliver on the striking
design brief for the building facade, With the use of the APE
Glazing post and specially design adapters the coloured
aluminium sheet balustrade was an efficient and fully
engineered solution for all stakeholders.
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Zen Quarter
Apartments

Project Address: 6 Carey St, Darwin,
NT
Builder: Rapidform

Located in renowned north Australian
city of Darwin, Zen Quarter makes a
striking addition to the ever growing
cityscape. Zen Quarter is located on the
fringe of the Darwin CBD offering views
of Frances Bay, the City Skyline, as well
as the Beagle Gulf.
The Axiom Group team worked very closely with the Builder to
facilitate a cost effective and practical solution for the delivery
of the Glass Balustrade, Splashbacks and Internal Frameless
Glass Room dividers. With the Axiom Group global focus we
were able to draw on our network of partners to provide this
iconic project the best in quality and affordability.
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SugarTree
Apartments

Project Address: 25 Union St,
Auckland, 1010, New Zealand
Architect: Baggage Consultants
Builder: Kalmar Constructions

SugarTree neatly bridges the fringe
suburbs of Ponsonby, Grey Lynn and
Freemans bay with the hub of the inner
city. It is a unique, multifaced
development that brings together
apartments, retail and entertainment.
Axiom Group was excited to be a part of this development in
New Zealand. Axiom supplied the glass balustrade system to
Monkey Toe Group. The striking facade of this iconic Auckland
building, needed the expert design capacity of the Axiom team.
With over 1000l/m of the Spectra Style Balustrade system
supplied, this project paves the way for an exciting future for
Axiom in New Zealand.

